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Abstract

For many years, the history of the arts, crafts and connoisseurship has been determined using the sensory organs; with the introduction of technology, researches in the sciences have found their ways into the study of humanities and the arts. There exists recently additional modern, genuine and acceptable ways of assessing art historical studies other than the traditional sensory means - sight and touch. There is the need for art historical studies now to be more advanced, viewed from a global standard. Apart from formal, iconographic and iconological analyses, art historical studies of the 21st century attends to other pressing evidence and developments with the use of hi-tech and the embrace of scientific approach to studying works of art. Qualitative and evaluative modes of research have been employed for this discourse; it concludes with recommendations to research institutes and African governments to show interest in material compositional information of African art objects for their scientific and historical significance.
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1. Introduction

The exploration of material compositional information in African art historical studies has received little attention, the convention has been situated more on formal analysis, iconography and ethnographic contexts of African works of art; little attention is given to medium information and technological probes (Olaleye-Otunla, 2020b). Ignoring what actually is the nature of a material in a work of art amounted to rupturing the genetic relationship between the process of creation that created work of art and the material use for it with its all identifiable constituents. The exact nature of a particular material is much relevant today in art historical studies when considering what actually is in an art work (Olaleye-Otunla, 2020b). For consideration, such questions as to where exactly could the source of the materials used for a work of art be? How was such a work of art produced? What material things lend itself to such creativity? Can such material(s) be identified and differentiated from other material(s) that are sourced from the same origin; is it possible to identify such a material with another? The conviction that an art historical study is not complete today without material and compositional information buttressed the facts (Olaleye-Otunla, 2020b). The possibility with the exploration of the use of X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) and techniques to gain access into material compositional information of works of art as it is being done in other parts of the world begs the question. Vansina (1984: viii) remark that works of art must
be helped, not by imagination, but by the retrieval at as full an historical setting can uncover for their understanding.

All over the world, there are institutions catering for works of art; the Museum is one of such that embraces all aspects of study – art inclusive. What an artist produce ends up in private collections, galleries and museums. Museums, art collectors and gallery owners today need to know why it is important to do material analyses for provenance studies of objects in their collection and any other object about to be collected. This initiative however could militate against some problems encountered in art world to-day. According to Olaleye-Otunla (2020b), major problems encountered in the art industry are art forgery, misidentification, fakes, theft, vandalism, fraud, jurisprudence, and genuine art historical analysis which has been dated back to the Renaissance period.

When there are known cases of art misidentification, fakes, forgery, theft, vandalism, fraud, art jurisprudence, and so on, compositional analyses of works of art is necessitated. Vansina (1984:3) posits that the job of art history is to answer queries about the authenticity, place and time of production of an object; identify the creator-artist; all manners of fabrication, considering the style, meaning the socio-cultural context under which the production processes existed and what other idiosyncrasies observed about the object in comparison to others around it looking at every conditions, circumstances and quality of its creation both internal and external. African art scholars have neglected more the material compositional information; the true origin of many museum objects cannot be determined. Looking at the sophistication and attention given to use of wood and metal in African art historical study today, the same have not been extended to terracotta and ceramic works of art. The Nok terracotta and ceramic sculptures—the oldest known in Africa, for instance, were dated between 700-500 B.C, but their material analyses were not yet carried out to determine the origin of their parent material despite the dating ascribed to them. According to Vansina (1984:24) the convention in African art historical studies is cursory (visual) inspection which is desired to be enough, but not, the description should say something about the medium of an object which only laboratory analysis can give details.

2. Literature Review

Selected papers on procedures in material compositional analyses in art historical studies where perused for this body of research. At present, there is dearth of studies that focuses on material composition analysis on art works in Africa. Material analysis is part of verification of the source or origin, trade and exchange which reveal information about the movements of people that have benefitted from the works of art. Reynolds (2008) observes that art historical community and academic art historians have distant themselves from the art market making it difficult for art provenance to still remain outside the discipline. The resources for art provenance research in African countries are lacking, the only resources available are that of Asia, Europe or North America where methodologically material compositional analysis had become part of provenance investigation. Arnold et al. (1991 & 1999) had clearly demonstrated that provenance researchers were correct in their assumption that compositional analysis (finger print) could link manufactured pottery and their corresponding material services together. According to Olaleye-Otunla (2020b), the analytical disciplines are revolutionised with the use of precise and sensitive tools for art scholarship and investigation; technically, the development of analytical equipment for the understanding of material analysis had been of great advantage in provenance studies in the recent times.

Various studies in the highly industrialised world have analysed series of works of art in terms of their material composition for art historical studies. Among others, Bagley (1987) investigates long-term studies of Chinese bronzes; Harper and Meyers (1981) investigates Sasanian Silver. Other studies alongside these ones have demonstrated the relevance and usefulness of doing provenance examination with stylistic studies. Reedy and Meyers (1987) investigates Himalayan bronzes where it was established that technical studies has proved to be useful in identifying probable region of manufacture.
Fehrenbach (2010:1) reports the effective use of technologies for studying various artifact classes in Southeast Asia; Miksic and Yap (1990, 1992); Stork et al. (2009); Ardika and Bellwood (1991) have also published chemical compositional studies of earthenware ceramics from Southeast Asia. Pryce (2008); White and Hamilton (2009); White and Pigott (1996) mentioned this approach has been developed in studies of origins, craft economies, and production systems for bronze metallurgy while Bellina (2003) recognises that of stone, glass beads and ornaments. Vincent (2000) identified that, earthenware ceramics represents a potentially abundant source of technological data but have so far been underrepresented. Evidently, some museum laboratories have also developed programs of technical examination with stylistic art historical studies to determine provenance of objects in their custody. A good example is Stone's (1982) report of Renaissance bronzes carried-out at Metropolitan Museum.

3. Examples of Material Compositional Studies in African Art Studies


4. Inherent Problems in previous African Art Historical Studies

Vansina (1984:19) report that when African art objects first arrived in Europe around 1470 they were regarded as curios. As the knowledge of African art historical studies deepens, valuation for works of art from south of Saharan Africa increased. At the arrival of the 18th century, works of art from Africa had been acquired by European museums as specimens for material culture. For example, the Benin punitive expedition by the British soldiers in 1897 and that of the discoveries of Ife heads gave rise to the realization that there are great artworks in Africa. Around 1905, African art appreciation experience wide acceptance to the extent that European Avant-garde artists of the 20th Century adopted the richness of forms exhibited in African arts. As at that point, African artistic rendering of forms were the major concerns. According to Lewis (1990:231-232), to the dismay of African arts,
social contexts, meaning and material compositional information were out of focus in African arts studies.

By the 1950s, African art had been considered part of anthropological studies but the historical studies of African works of art were not under consideration at all. The early 1950s witnessed the archeologists’ consideration of the significance of African art studies and they opened up the historical studies of African art. By the 1990s there was an intervention by anthropologists the likes of Adrian Gerbrands (1917-1997) who address the missing link between African arts and its historical studies. African art studies thus grew up to a point before its tide was crippled by art mercantile which eventually stifled the development of art historical and provenience studies of African works of art.

The store houses, archives museums and private collections had served as repositories for thousands of artworks from Africa for many years. Resultantly, some African works of art were secured from destruction, theft and vandalism. Ideally, in any repository or a museum set up, works of art / objects acquired are assigned dates they are collected, place or origin where they are sourced and many other relevant data requirements that are considered prerequisites to storage are recorded specifically because large numbers of works will eventually be involved as long as acquisition and storage continues. Such a record present reliable bases for a sound framework for art historical studies and they set canons for fixing other undocumented works from the field. Such a systematic referencing of such works in terms of their possible dating, description of the iconographic details, and especially how such works are related to each other is relevant to the cataloguing system. Sadly, the high valued attached to African antiquities and works of art encouraged illegal excavation, forgeries on a large scale, trade origins were kept secret; most publications on African art objects were also influenced by art dealers to boost their trade so much that the provenience of African art objects remained questionable. These and others are problems associated with the collection of African works of art.

The lucrative art market in south of Saharan Africa gives room for fakes and forgeries of works of art. Illicit African art vendors with the collusion of their European cohorts practice these businesses. It has been noted that with the illicit business works of art offered for sale do not actually conform to their acclaimed origin and the speculated dates assigned to works of art. Regrettably too, experiences have shown that some curators and owners of works of art come into the art market with falsified art historical information about such works. Therefore, to expose fake, forgery, and material examination of objects or works of art need to be carried out through forensic and specialised laboratory tests and analyses. In south of Saharan Africa, the description of, as well as the provenance and provenience studies of works of art remained elusive without which dating, material compositional analysis can be relevant. Art historians in Africa have not given attention to all these due to lack of fund, facilities, expertise, as well as institutional will-power to execute such provenance and provenience research. To make the work of provenance more difficult, most names of past African artists were not known, even up till today, only works like paintings and sculptures are given little attention, worst is the case of ceramics and pottery collections which abounds all over Africa.

The description of works of art without accompanied material compositional information constitutes a rupture in the genetic and immanent stages of formal analyses in aesthetic considerations. Defining contextual analysis of an object calls for its corresponding material compositional information which determines an incontrovertible registration mark such works of art could attain which is far more than mere cursory observation and recognition. Laboratory analysis often spelt-out further details of the raw materials and technology involved in the creation, linkages and influences surrounding works of art.

When provenance, provenience and material analysis are determined, the work of identification and documentation of works of art is said to be comprehensive. These however could have the

---

1Adrian Gerbradns a museum curator (1947-1966) and professor of cultural anthropology (1966-1987) at Leiden University.
addition of other evidences aided by photographs and other digital information for a holistic exercise. As much as all these are in place, then the chronology of works of art (absolute or relative) can be set about a particular collection. Works of art with many techniques of production with several dating are now recognized all over the world. Any proper chorology of related works of art thus can be set against each other with oral, written and laboratory examinations, without which the art history will be inconclusive. All these could therefore be summed up into what is referred to as Art authentication, a necessary imperative in art industry.

5. Art Authentication

The Oxford English Dictionary explains that Authenticity, sometimes is “as being in accordance with fact, as being true in substance”, or as what it professes in origin or authorship, as being genuine”. The Webster’s New 20th Century Dictionary also says that authentication is to prove that something is “actually coming from the alleged source or origin.” The need for art authentication started shortly after the Renaissance when demand for works of art were on the increase and more, works of deceased artists also became more relevant. By the turn of the 14th century, there were increased interest in material acquisition, several things were brought-in from distant nations, and notable among such were works of artists; this resultanty contributed to the increased monumental value of works of art across the globe. The awareness thus created then generated an upsurge in value, and acquisition of art objects which resultantly extends to the contemporary times.

In history, the identities of some artists were not so much of value especially during the Classical and Renaissance periods because art was meant to serve religious, aesthetic ends and historical references. Patrons of the arts especially painting, sculpture and architecture knew the artists as well as their products. Usually, then, artists were known to have apprentices who understudied master-artists and they were expected to use their master’s techniques to produce works as a service and payment for their apprenticeship. Works of art produced in a similitude of any of the masters techniques were most times erroneously attributed to such art masters, such works are considered not as forgeries though, but somehow were not regarded as the masters’ original.

Art authentication seeks to know the connoisseurship, historical, curatorial, legal, ethical, theft and every analytical dimension that surrounds any work of art. The ever developing art industry today is multi-disciplinary, various initiatives with special skills in training, facilities, policing and prosecution of practices are required. Many experts are now recognised in the art storage and management; such includes art historians, criminologist, law enforcement agents, analytical chemists, forensic experts, conservationists, legal authorities, prosecutors, and so on.

The effect of art frauds on art industry, individual artists and the possibility of generating art authentication theory and practice is burdensome; the practical approaches to understanding analytical investigation and legal prosecution of art frauds in authentication practices is also tasking. Resultantly, authentication practices portends an interdisciplinary initiative between art, science, museums and legal institution in the area of cultural, antiquity materials, conservation and management with many implications for litigators, court of law, police, government, museums, art historians, and so on. When authentication is carried out about a work of art there is the likelihood of reduction in the attempt to steal or pilfer such; eventually this will discourage every sharp practice that may come up in art sales; and this even boosts art trade when genuine works of art are paraded for auction or sale. Regrettably, the trend of art forgery has not abated because works of art has been projected as items of commerce with high monetary value so much that the names of artist became so much tangential to works of art production. When the demand for works of art began to exceed supply and many artists came up stage marks and signatures were given to artworks for identification. Irrespective of that, fraudulent artists still come on stage to falsify works of popular artist because of increase in worth of the works of such famous artists.

From the foregoing, the thrusts of art authentication therefore is, having a clear understanding of what an original work of art entails from an art historical as well as the legal point of views. For
instance, in art litigations, authentication is a prerequisite to the admission of evidence, that is, showing that the evidence in question is what its proponent claims. Litigators need to understand how artwork is authenticated because of the basal evidence required by the court of law based on a particular context and content. At some point in history famous artists were known to have created art forgeries too, the case of Michelangelo in 1496 is noted (Jones et al., 1990 and Rubinstein, 1986). In many nations around the world, Art forgery attracts criminal prosecutions even though it used to be a difficult thing because of so much evidentiary burden involved. Art crime has assumed important dimension to the extent that Association for Research into Crimes against Art (ARCA) has been organized and the body itself has instituted a Postgraduate Certificate Program in Art Crime and Cultural Heritage Protection dedicated to the study of art crime in 2009 (Vuong et al., 2018). The burden of proof so demanded by art authentication thus stemmed from provenance and provenience determination needed, especially for art historical studies of African works of art.

6. Guide to Doing Art Provenance for Art Historical Studies

An object or antiquity may therefore have both a provenance (i.e. where it was found) and a provenience (where it has been since it was found). This connotes that provenance be requesting for facts about activities that predates being documented into any record, as well as other facts that has something to do with its history after it has been rediscovery. What then is art provenance? Reynolds (2008) observes Art provenance is an area (of art) that has long been ignored by the art history community and academic art historians; it is only recently that art historians have started given consideration to art provenance. Art provenance research is all about finding out who has benefitted from a work of art, both aesthetically or financially. Yeide (2001) observes also that the pursuit of art provenance research should be geared towards identifying the owner(s) and the movement of an object from the time of its creation to where it is being located as the time of investigation. Why then is art provenance necessary for art historical studies? What is to be done? How should it be done? All these questions constitute important areas which an art historical scholar seeks to answer with particularity African works of art.

What is provenance? According to Oxford English Dictionary, provenance is an English word which is derived from French word “provenir” meaning “to come from” by implication, this is asking after the time and events surrounding the existence of, who owns, place and people who have kept any historical object. This word have been originally and mostly used in gathering attributes about works of art, but today has wide range of applications in the fields of archaeology, botany, paleontology, archives, manuscripts, printed books, food and beverages, science and computing. The primary purpose of provenance study therefore has been to provide contextual background and the circumstantial facts for the original production or discovering of a work of art and to establish as much as possible any written information about it, the sequence of previous ownerships, who actually kept such work of art, the possible and plausible storage places such has rested will eventually help in authentication. There are several comparative technique expert opinions and scientific tests which in addition could be used to establish comprehensive provenance documentation of an object’s history.

The American Association of Museums’ (AAMGPR, 2005) Guide to Provenance Research gives an ordinary meaning of provenance as “origin”, i.e. where do things come from? Reynolds (2008) posits that, the origin of a piece of art makes a significant difference in its value. Soanes (2004) gives three related definitions of art provenance: (i) what has been realized from a business – ca. 1628. (ii) The evidence that something is coming from a particular place and obtained from somewhere– ca. 1785 (iii) The written document showing the ownership of a work of art or an antique, when that could be used as a pointer to authenticity or quality; a documented record – ca.1867. For the study of African art objects, all these meanings should be considered together starting from the rear in that order because they have relevance to the provenance study of African art objects.

Firstly, the ownership and history of ownership of African art objects is necessary: the historical,
social, and economic context in which the works of art or objects were created and collected is considered. How has each of the objects reached their current location? Through which paths do they take? What hands have exchanged them? Were they acquired legally; donated, purchased, or confiscated? The National Gallery Canada (NGCPRP n.d.) contributes that, the history of ownership can be also be sources of new academic disciplines like history of collecting, patronage, studies of change in taste overtime – now of African art objects. Secondly, meaning begs the question where does such African art object(s) come from? And thirdly, who are the people that have benefitted from such African art business? What are the likely assets attained through the proceeds? Are there any records of sales, and so on?

To answer the question why is art provenance necessary for art African historical studies? And how should provenance of African art objects done? Smith (2013) and Reynolds (2008) alerts that provenance research is time consuming and labor intensive; sometimes the result of the research is very rewarding with the effort. Therefore, Smith (2013) observes that provenance is of increasing importance in the art community because museums, galleries, and collectors wish to avoid looted works of art and therefore wish to confirm that such is genuine. In addition, Reynolds (2008) affirms that research has shown that there are possibilities for a work of art being misidentified, misattributed and having no proper record elsewhere; challengingly, in some cases where there are records, some works of art look alike, when that happens, all evidence needs to be closely through laboratory means.

National Gallery of Canada (NGCPRP n.d) Provenance Research Project and the Metropolitan Museum of Art Provenance Research Project (MMAPRP n.d.) observes several reasons why provenance is very important as long as we need the understanding of the historical, social and economic situations under which work of arts were collected and created. Documents from archives such as dealer records, sales catalogues and information from previous owners must be examined to be able to trace and record an object’s history; documentations does not always survive, works are collected and sold anonymously because name of collectors are believed to be confidential, some art dealers and their records are no longer available when such dealers are out of business – witting for African art objects.

7. Functions of Art Provenance

**Confirmation:** One of the functions of art provenance is to confirm the originality of what a work of art claims to be i.e. to ascertain that the actual work of art was created by a particular artist (creator) and not another person. At this stage, the evidence of forgery and restoration is sought after; the history or small literature about the work, the artist and the possible ownership history (tracing backwards the genesis of the work) and individuals that might have had contact with the work. The date of creation, artist, subject, and so on are confirmed.

**Cultural and Historical Information:** Provenance brings to the fore the associated cultural and historical information attached to the work of art or object; this will form a basis for understanding the context and content under which the work of art or object has been created. Such history could reveal the socio-cultural mobility of the artist as well as the owner(s) i.e. why, when and where and who were interested in the work of art or object.

**Legality:** Provenance establishes legality and value of works of art. Legal and authentic works of art attracts audience, buyers and facilitate increase in market value; illegally excavated, reproduced, transferred, acquired, or disputed attracts less value and penalty which eventually deters collectors. Provenance determination must seek thorough documentation and the legality or otherwise of works of art.

**Acceptance:** After a completed provenance exercise, certificate of authentication must be issued due to the work of art or object; this makes the work to be more genuine and easily acceptable for sale, auction, transferred, and so on, without any fear or bias about the value of such work of art or object.
**Certification:** The work of an art historian is to certify provenance queries and answers - reason the art historians need to be armed with technical tools of provenance determination. This is the last stage of provenance determination. To date, there are evidences of fake antiquities and numerously forged works of art. Many works of art are on sale with falsified provenance; therefore, a certificate of authenticity (COA) which attests to the authorship and every claim about the work of art must be issued. This is very useful in art litigation (jurisprudence) because it will present the bedrock of the bundle of material evidence needed in court of law. One should not be surprised that all the aforementioned attributes are commonalities shared by art history and archaeological disciplines.

8. The Meeting, Divergence of Art History, Archaeology, Provenance Studies, and Art Authentication

Art history and archaeology seeks to clarify and verify information about material things believed to have been manufactured and used within a society which is enshrined in a particular cosmological system. According to Prudencio (2008), Archaeology believed pottery for instance, is a source of insights into people and cultures being the first synthetic materials humans created beginning with the recognition of clay as a principal raw material.

Reynolds (2008) observes that, of great importance to both Art History and Archeology is the visual inspection of the material dealing with morphological and stylistic attributes. And as a supplement, archaeology seeks for the physical, mineralogical and chemical characteristic of the material. In recent times, Art historical studies have embraced the detailed physical and chemical examination of all materials in question. Archeologists have used material compositional profiles obtained from ceramics shards and other materials in the direction of tracing artifacts from their discovery to their actual source or origin. Such information obtained is used to unravel many questions bothering around production techniques, routes of trade and exchange of raw materials. Archaeology however shared borderlines with art history in the areas of style, typology, shape, size, and so on with the principal motive of classification.

Art historical studies seek much information after the content and contextual backgrounds under which work of art or objects are produced in addition to other morphological studies. The issues of cultural and trade exchange embraced by archaeology also fall in line with interaction between people, exchange studies that are based on compositional information. This resultantly provides insights into the cultural processes of enculturation and ethno-genesis which provide insight into the culture of people. Material compositional analysis provides insight into movement of materials, and the nature of materials especially for metallic and ceramic objects. Art History and Archaeology embraces compositional data which have implication for understanding various manufacturing techniques, movement of raw materials and products. The two areas of study therefore need art provenance and authentication determination. Archaeology has borrowed much in terms of methodology and techniques from art history, while art history is in a marriage of expediency and necessity with archaeology.

Peacock (1970) and Bishop et al. (1982) in their observation have identified that mineral assemblages is a scientific as well as an artistic endeavor; and that socio-economic processes of craft production allows the identification of some form of social interaction that take place during procurement of raw materials and the making of products. In consonance with the foregoing, Righter (1997), Roe (1989), and Keegan (2000) focused on examining the stylistic motifs as well as morphological attributes of the pottery in the Caribbean ceramic studies.

9. Challenges in the Study of Cultural Heritage and Materials

As observed by Lo Dennis (2004) that, for decades, the history and development of the arts and crafts, art connoisseurship were determined using the sensory organs of sight and touch alone, Taylor (2000) also posits that, the advent of modern technology has advanced the course of evidence
gatherings, measurements, and the endorsement of written historical records. Man-made artifacts have been dated using Carbon – 14 dating. Computer method of analysis have also been found to be more accurate than highly trained connoisseurs, art historians and artists, though not replacing art historical methods of connoisseurship but enhance and extend them. In recent times, there abound websites addressing analysis of art through computer image. The ever increasing sophistication in knowledge has contributed the number of ways how things can be managed or utilized skillfully. According to Mazurkewich (2000), to be sure of the exact nature of things had become a serious concern in the art industry today. There are reports of fakes and modern copies of expensive Chinese ceramics of Yuan or Ming dynasties: these were noted to have been exposed to X-rays to simulate Thermoluminescence results by fraudsters.

Martinez et al. (2002); Barni et al. (2005); Bereznhoj et al. (2005, 2007, 2008); and Maitre et al. (2001) mention that after the discovery of X-rays in the 19th century, it has been possible to revealed under drawings of paintings; infra-red photography and reflectography are also in use in art analysis. Multispectral, fluorescence and ultra-violet imaging came in use to reveal compositional analysis of works of art. Stork and Johnson (2006); Stork, Coddington and Bentkowska-Kafel eds. (2010) have also observed that in recent years computer algorithms were developed from computer vision for image interpretation. Stork et al. (2009) also point out that one of the most explored areas of computer analysis of art is the analysis of marks of drawing tools most especially the use of statistical pattern recognition of visual properties of brushstrokes corresponding to a particular painter or marking tool. Other analysis carried out in art historical studies include optical analysis of paintings as reported by Hockney and Falco (2000); Hockney (2001); Steadman (2002); Abas (2004); and Bucklow (1998).

Lo, Denis (2004) discover that, Organic composition of painting pigments had also been carried out using Raman Spectroscopy (RS) and has yielded many undetectable parameters by the human sensory organs. Inductively Coupled Plasma- Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS) has also been used for artifacts authentication. Aitken (2004) confirms XRF (X-Ray Fluorescence), PIXE and Thermoluminescence are non-destructive means of carrying out compositional analysis which have found their ways into dating and authentication of works of art.

Lyu et al (2004) establish that paintings and drawings have been authenticated today using a multi-scale, multi-orientation decompositional analysis called Wavelets. Computerised analysis of artists’ brush strokes have also been carried out for use by art historian for authentication process. Johnson (2007) and Johnson et al. (2007) carried out computerised analysis of Vincent Van Gogh’s painting brushstrokes and generated a set of one hundred and one (101) databases for authenticating Van Gogh’s brushworks. Hendricks & Guldf (2005), Hendricks & L. Van Tulborgh (2006) have also analysed Van Gogh’s paintings. Pelagotti et al. (2008) also submit that sophisticated imaging techniques have also been in use in the past, and in recent decades for digital imaging authentication in the study of art. Rice (1987) state that, chemical and mineralogical analyses of artifacts (and other found objects) have provided evidences for the understanding of human past to solve the notoriously difficult task of relating individual object to its specific origin: modern investigators are today forced to draw conclusion from field and laboratory analyses. For example, Geological tools are becoming increasingly important in the interpretation of data retrieved from archaeological sites in studying ancient relics.

10. The Applications of Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) Systems in Heritage Study and Management

With the birth of a digital world and the revolution in technology today, the production and use of portable handheld analytical instruments have facilitated the analysis of many things. Different types of analytical instruments have been manufactured and supplied commercially by several companies based on either the x-ray or γ-ray excitation sources for analysis of works of art. PEDXRF (portable energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence) have been identified as an invaluable tool in the identification
of organic and inorganic pigments used in painting; such pigments can be characterized by the identification of the presence of elements in pigments can be recognised. Experience has shown that old painting have been restored before sales; spots and restored areas are detectable using PEDXRF equipments. In addition to fake works of art, layers and underpaintings as well as pollution effects on objects and painting are detectable using the PEDXRF equipment on painting surfaces.

In art related applications, the use of portable handheld energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence equipment is fully explained by Casareo et al. (2008). The portability advantage of PHEDXRF equipment in the analysis of objects that cannot be transported to the laboratory especially for works of art like painting, frescoes, monuments, statues, and so on is emphasised. Some examination requires ‘insitu’ analysis, museums and excavation sites gives more relevant examples. Marabelli et al. (2005) and loele et al. (2007) report the use of portable EDXRF equipment in the analysis of pigments in paintings; Marabelli et al. (2005); Cesareo et al. (2003) report the examination of gold objects; Cesareo et al. (2006,2007,2008) report investigation of bronzes with such equipment. Other attributes derived from that equipment in painting application includes the identification of the particular pigments used by the artist which is of paramount importance in the history of such works of art.

11. Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations

Art historical studies seek the verification of information about material things believed to have been created and used within a society’s cosmological system. The visual inspection of such materials should not rest with morphological and stylistic attributes alone. As a supplement to formal attributes, mineralogical and chemical characteristic of the material with detailed physical and chemical examination must be carried out. Art historical studies seeks much after the content and contextual backgrounds under which objects are produced, in addition to its morphological studies; the issue of Compositional analysis would provide insight into the nature of materials.

Compositional data of works of art from Africa have implication for understanding various manufacturing techniques, movement of raw materials and products. It is now a recognised fact for art history that mineral content information is as well a scientific as an artistic endeavor in the processes of art and craft production. Technology has advanced the course of evidence gatherings, measurements, and the validation of art historical records. The physical measurement and data analysis of artifacts are likened to cataloguing of human dimensions for the purpose of identification e.g. DNA, height, weight, foot, molecular studies, finger prints, and so on.

The chemical and mineralogical analyses of artifacts and other found objects will further provide evidences for the understanding of human past. The task of studying ancient African relics is the notoriously difficult in relating individual object to its specific origin. Modern investigators draw conclusion from field and laboratory analyses. Today, with the advent of the digital world and revolution in technology, different types of analytical instruments have been manufactured and supplied commercially for the identification of organic and inorganic materials even in the analysis of objects that cannot be transported to the laboratory. African governments, research institutes, art historical community, academia, art historians must not distant themselves from technology enhanced art provenance investigation for methodological and technical reasons.
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